the best ads for Contemporary Authors are written by the librarians who use it

JUNIOR AND SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL LIBRARIANS SAY "CA" IS WIDELY USED, EXCELLENT, RELIABLE, AND RECOMMENDABLE

"One of our most widely-used reference books. Excellent for book reports for high school students." - Elmar Reisen, Vallejo Senior High School Library, Vallejo, California.

"It saves me hours of work." - Kathleen Muter, Boise High School, Boise, Idaho.

"Best source we have for popular current authors for young adults and adults." - Nancy Smith, Fenton High School, Bensenville, Illinois.

"CA is not only one of the most important reference books for authors, it is the only one for some authors." - Frances W. Hall, Chapman High School, Inman, South Carolina.

"Students are often delighted to find the addresses given and several have written to their favorite author." - Nancy Cuttill, Tennessee High School, Bristol, Tennessee.

"It is the only biographical source which I keep on a shelf on the circulation desk. It is my first place to look for authors." - Mrs. James O. Hill, Dickinson High School, Dickinson, Texas.

"We heartily recommend CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS as a very useful reference tool for junior high school students." - Grace A. Neissess, Helen McCune Junior High School, Pendleton, Oregon.

"We have recommended it for purchase to several other libraries." - Iva W. Derrick, Union High School District No. 1, Mount Vernon, Washington.

JUNIOR COLLEGE, COLLEGE, AND UNIVERSITY LIBRARIANS PLEASED BY "CA" COVERAGE, CURRENCY, AND CONTENT

"It is the best biographical reference source of all we have in the library. We use it constantly." - Thomas R. Roddy, humanities librarian, San Francisco State College, San Francisco, California.

"Particularly useful in providing biographies in English of foreign authors." - Thomas V. Schmidt, Catholic University of America, Washington, D. C.

"It is very useful to us since it includes less-famous authors who often do not appear in other biographical dictionaries. It is also one of our most current sources." - Imogene Foster, reference department, Margie Helm Library, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky.

"We appreciate its inclusiveness. We marvel that almost every author we look for is present." - Carolyn R. Knutson, Augsburg College Library, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

"It is a 'must' for school and college libraries." - Bernice Satter, reference librarian, Heidelberg College Library, Tiffin, Ohio.


"Greatly! Increasingly useful to us as we grow." - Elaine Perrin, Lubbock Christian College, Lubbock, Texas.

PUBLIC LIBRARIANS PRAISE HELP "CA" GIVES YOUNG PATRONS, ITS FORMAT, PAPER QUALITY, AND GENERAL USEFULNESS

"The reference division has found CONTEMPORARY AUTHORS to be one of the most useful tools we have. We keep it in our core collection." - Eleanor Walker, Palo Alto City Library, Palo Alto, California.

"Highly worthwhile. CA does not begin to be duplicated elsewhere." - Ray Smith, director, Dakota-Scott Regional Library System, West St. Paul, Minnesota.

"The value of what you are doing grows with each succeeding volume." - Clare S. Cole, reference librarian, Sussex County Area Library, Newton, New Jersey.

"Very good. We use CA for book report assistance to young people. It is written in a manner that they can easily read and understand. The paper is also a good quality—nonglare!" - Betty Lloyd, assistant librarian, Raton Public Library, Raton, New Mexico.

"We appreciate the 'Work in Progress' section." - Mae C. Weed, reference department, Smithtown Public Library, Smithtown, New York.

"One of our most important and useful reference tools we have needed it for years." - Walter Allen, head literature division, Dayton and Montgomery County Public Library, Dayton, Ohio.
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Entire Series—16,000 Sketches—Now in Print 3,500 New, Unduplicated Sketches Annually in Two Timely Volumes

$25.00 per Year

GALE RESEARCH COMPANY
1400 BOOK TOWER • DETROIT, MICHIGAN 48226
WE ARE PRIVILEGED to publish the catalogues of this library, the world's largest collection of naval and maritime books. The following information has been provided by the library:

The largest sections of the library are devoted to naval and general history and to geographical subjects (voyages, hydrographic surveys, etc.). The latter section, in particular, contains some very old and rare charts and maps, some of the 16th-century Spanish charts being especially beautiful. There is also a good collection of biography and autobiography, with emphasis on naval subjects.

The library contains a full set of Sea Officers Lists and Navy Lists, beginning in 1673. There is also a set of Steel's Navy List, 1782-1815. The earliest Army List is dated 1740; from 1860 onwards the set is complete. The Air Force List is complete from 1918. Full sets of Admiralty Weekly Orders and Admiralty Fleet Orders, as well as Parliamentary Papers from 1801 onwards and Hansard's Parliamentary Debates, are held.

The large periodicals section includes bound sets of The Mariner's Mirror, the Journal of the Royal United Service Institution, proceedings of learned societies, etc.

Reference books, including the Royal Calendar, Imperial Calendar and Annual Register, are also held, in some cases dating back into the 18th century and in complete sets.

Scientific or technical books in the library are kept primarily for their historical interest rather than to provide current information.

Cards in the subject catalogue are filed in chronological order under the relevant subhead, and headings are entered on guide cards. Sample subject headings and some of their subdivisions are: ADMINISTRATION (Naval; Military; Decorations and medals; Peace and limitation of armaments); GUNNERY (Torpedoes and mining; Diving and salvage); LAW (Maritime; Martial); MERCANTILE MARINE, COMMUNICATIONS and COMMERCE (Slave trade; Signals); SAILING DIRECTIONS and PILOTS (Home waters; Hydrographic Office series).

The 78,000 cards in this catalogue will be reproduced by offset on Permalife paper with 21 cards per 10" x 14" page. The five volumes will be bound in Class A library binding.
REFERENCE WORKS

Catalog of THE WARBURG INSTITUTE LIBRARY
University of London, Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged

The Warburg Institute is concerned with the history of the classical tradition in religion, art, literature, thought and society. This new edition contains some 45,000 items more than the 1961 edition. The catalog presents a classified listing of books as arranged on the shelves preceded by a subject index. It includes the classed catalog of periodicals and the index of books in the Reading Room, both arranged separately by subject.

Complete Catalog
Estimated 108,700 cards, 12 volumes

Reading Room and Periodicals Catalog, Separately
Estimated 2,700 cards, 1 volume

Catalogue of the Library of the
GRADUATE SCHOOL of DESIGN, Harvard University

The catalog of the Library of the Graduate School of Design, Harvard University, is an internationally known source of research in the fields of architecture, landscape architecture, and urban planning. The catalog excels in its coverage of urban planning. Topics within the general field include: urban renewal, urban design, city and regional planning, state and national planning, housing, zoning, regional science, developing nations, computer technology, and many other topics. Landscape architecture is represented by a distinguished and unexcelled collection of both American and European examples. The collection of literature on architecture is one of the foremost in the country. A unique feature of the catalog is the systematic indexing of periodical articles.

Estimated 611,000 cards, 44 volumes

Index to AMERICAN BOTANICAL LITERATURE, 1886-1966
Compiled by the Torrey Botanical Club

This index in book form is an author catalog of botanical books and papers based on materials from North, South and Central America, written by Americans or published in the Americas. It includes the taxonomy, phylogeny, and floristics of the fungi, pteridophytes, and spermatophytes; morphology, anatomy, cytology, genetics, physiology, and pathology of the same groups; plant ecology; and general botany, including biography and bibliography.

Estimated 106,000 cards, 4 volumes

10% additional charge on orders outside the U.S.
Descriptive material on these titles and a complete catalog of publications are available on request.

G. K. HALL & CO. 70 Lincoln Street, Boston, Massachusetts 021